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Timeframe - 2006

April – laboratory work underway

May - commence instrumentation of the site when
the ground is fully rehydrated following the winter
rainfall. First ERT readings.

June - sinking bores and retrieving samples for
testing, whilst the ERT monitoring continues with
readings taken every month at most.

September  - retrieving the next set of soil samples
allowing us to establish any correlation between
soil swell derived from laboratory testing and ERT
values. We hope to supplement this with precise
levels taken throughout the year – if funding
permits.

End of 2006  - reporting the results and setting out
the program going forward.

Progress Reports will be available at regular
intervals through this newsletter.

Glenda Jones

Glenda is the latest academic to join the team,
working alongside Nigel Cassidy at Keele and using
our work for her PhD.

Glenda is setting up a laboratory test model to
ensure we can measure moisture flow in the fine
grained London Clay soils before we instrument the
site at Aldenham. MatLab are providing samples of
soil for the experiment.

Outer root zone – approx. 20m radius.

Mature tree – 20mtrs +

Buried cable – not connected to any circuit.
Powered by battery when readings are taken.
No power required.
The Research Site
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Climate Change

ns of climate change are as follows:-
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 is a major problem looming, and we
tunity to do something about it.
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